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the country; and similar objects, which they say are
the desires of the sick person's soul. Some [97] seem
to fall into a frenzy, as the Sibyls formerly did; and,
after exciting themselves by singing in an astounding
voice, they say that they see those things as if they
were before their eyes. The others keep themselves
concealed in a kind of tabernacle, and in the midst
of the darkness pretend that they see around them
the images of the objects for which they say that
the sick person's soul has desires, which are fre-
quently unknown to him.

But to return to ordinary dreams, not only do most
of the Hurons try to gratify their souls' pretended
desires for the things that are pictured to them in
their dreams; but they also have a habit of giving a
feast when they have had a propitious dream. For
instance, if any one has dreamed that he captured
an enemy in combat, and split his head with a war-
hatchet, he will give a feast, at which he will tell
his guests of his dream, and will ask that he be given
a present of a war-hatchet. And it never fails that
some one among the guests will offer him one; for on
such occasions they make it a point of honor to
appear liberal and munificent.

[98] They say that these feasts are given to compel
the soul to keep its word, because they believe that
it is pleased at seeing this expression of satisfaction
for the propitious dream, and that, consequently, it
will set to work sooner to accomplish it. And, if
they failed to do so, they think that that might be
sufficient to prevent such a result, as if the indignant
soul withdrew its word.

Not only do they give these feasts, but they are in
the habit of mentioning these propitious dreams in


